Is The Flying Weather Going to Be Good?

John Forstall told your friendly editor about a website which gives pretty accurate estimates as to what the wind is going to be at any location in the country. His site is Air Sports Net, and can be accessed by going to http://usairnet.com/cgi-bin/launch/code.cgi?. When the screen comes up, pull down the "select region" button to get the state, then use the "get location" button to get the city, then press the "get forecast" button. It gives a 48 hour forecast showing temperature, wind direction and velocity throughout the day. There's also another similar site called Weather Underground. The site is http://www.wunderground.com/cgi-bin/findweather. Just enter the name of the city and you'll see a 5 day forecast. Click on "detail" for any particular day and you'll get the wind velocity prediction during various periods of the day. I've found it to be pretty accurate.